IN a previous commumcation, cancer deaths in A-nglesey during the ten-year period [1943][1944][1945][1946][1947][1948][1949][1950][1951][1952] were examined with respect to the nature of the soil on which stood the house recorded on the death certificate as the ordinary residence of the deceased person (Davies and Wynne Griffith, 1954). It was show-n that, relative to the generality of cancer, cancer of the stomach and cancer of the breast appeared to be associated with certain groups of soil series. The effect of social class on this association was also considered.
The investigation suffered from the drawback that the comparisons were made between cancer of one body site and cancer as a whole and left uncertain whether or not cancer generally is associated in any way with any particular soil group. Until that is known, no inferences can be drawn as to the reasons for the relationship between soil and location of cancer in the stomach or breast.
It is not practicable to relate the mortality from cancer of any particular site to the population at risk on the different soil groups, since the patchwork of soils in the county bears no relationship to administrative areas for which data relating to the age, sex, and social class of the inhabitants might be available. Further, the results of any samphng procedure applied to the present population of the county might not indicate the population at risk of ten years ago. For these reasons a sampling method was adopted which assumed that deaths from all causes other than cancer in an administrative area would be distributed relative to soil group in the same way as the population of corresponding sex, age and occupation (i.e. that the specific non-cancer death-rates do not vary with soil group.)
The distribution of the population as thus deduced from the sample is then compared with that of the deaths from cancer of the stomach and from cancer of the breast.
METHOD OF SAMPLING.
For all deaths of persons normally resident in the county, the place of residence, age, sex, occupation, cause and date of death is known. From this " universe " an attempt was made to select a death from some cause other than cancer which matched a death from cancer of the stomach or of the breast with respect to age, sex, month of death and social class, thus eliminating the possible disturbing effect of these variables. The appropriate grouping of the soil on which stood the normal residence of the deceased was then obtained in the way described in the previous paper (Davies and Wynne Griffith, 1954 Cards were made out for the control sample drawn as described above and the procedure for allocating to soil group was then apphed as in the previous mvestigation (Davies and Wynne Griffith, 1954) . The control sample was, therefore, fuRy defined before any soff classification was attempted.
RESULTS.
In Table II In the case of cancer of the breast the expected number in the y cell is small X2 and has not therefore been calculated. The comparison in this case, suggested by the findings previously reported, is between the a soil group and the remainder, and when X2 is then calculatecl it is founcl to be equal to 0-053, giving a value for P (one degree of freedom) equal to between 0-9 and 0-8. In Table III the deaths from cancer of the stomach are compared with expectation separately for the two main social groups and indicating the position for each sex. Here again the expected numbers in the y cells were small (being less than 5 in two out of six comparisons) so the comparisons are set out as between the , soil on the one hand and the a and y soils combined on the other.
The difference between the f soil and the a plus y soils is definite in the nonagricultural social group and is shown by both sexes. Such marked differences are not found among the "L " social group. 
